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Executive Summary
As 2022 approaches, companies are
confronting an ever-expanding list of internal
and external pressures on their business from a
strategic, operational, governance, stakeholder
and regulatory perspective. Well-advised
boards of directors and management teams
will need to prepare for and navigate traditional
as well as evolving areas of focus in order to
successfully execute on the company’s strategy.
As you consider the opportunities ahead, while
anticipating the inevitable challenges, we
invite you to review the themes we expect
to be prevalent in 2022 and beyond.
Environmental, Social and Governance will
continue to permeate board agendas in 2022
ESG considerations are continuing to increase in importance
and are permeating additional areas of the board’s oversight
framework. In 2021, more and more companies released
sustainability reports tied to and benchmarked against global
reporting frameworks. Many companies also re-evaluated
their ESG agendas and improved the disclosure of their
strategic ESG priorities in their sustainability reports and
stakeholder engagement, including with respect to the
calculation, verification and oversight of ESG-related metrics.
While companies grappled with these internal considerations,
the first proxy fight was won on an ESG thesis at a large cap
company. In addition, the number of ESG-linked shareholder
proposals – and the number of disparate ESG topics – rose,
and the support from various shareholders increased
expectations regarding ESG engagement and communication,
including from shareholders that previously paid minimal
attention to such considerations.
ESG-related risks were prioritized by many companies,
and board oversight and management mitigation of those
risks were frequent topics on boardroom agendas in 2021.
We expect this trend to accelerate in 2022. Many companies
are continuing to increase their risk oversight and analysis
with respect to ESG considerations, from identifying and
planning for long-term financially material risks, to
identifying and raising to the level of board oversight risks
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in the supply chain, to taking steps to understand risks that,
on their own, may not be financially material but could
have an outsize reputational or business impact and should
be considered by boards and committees. For boards of
directors experiencing “ESG fatigue,” aligning ESG
considerations with traditional areas of board oversight –
including with respect to risk management – can mitigate
the propensity to merely check the box on these issues.
In SEC Modifies Shareholder Proposal Rules, Making it More
Difficult for Companies to Exclude ESG Proposals, we address how
a new SEC staff legal bulletin will likely encourage more
ESG-related shareholder proposals, particularly in the areas
of climate change and human capital management practices,
and make it more difficult for companies to seek to exclude
these proposals from their proxy statements. Because many
of these issues can also have a broad reputational impact and
will be of interest to a wide set of stakeholders, proper
messaging is critical (including the decision whether to
publicly oppose the request). Companies need to carefully
consider the ESG topics that are integral to their broader
business strategy and clearly communicate to their various
stakeholders in a consistent manner. This includes:
•	reviewing their sustainability report and Exchange Act
disclosures to ensure that the disclosure covers issues
that are material or significant to the company, and,
to the extent metrics are used, they are accurate, vetted
and well-defined;
•	reviewing talking points for shareholder engagement
to confirm that the messaging is consistent and focused
on material issues; and
•	ensuring the right framework is established internally
– that the right oversight levels and reporting lines exist,
that the company has a mechanism for understanding and
incorporating stakeholder interests and feedback centrally,
and that the company is generally approaching ESG
considerations in an organized and well-delineated fashion.
This review of a company’s strategic ESG priorities will also
be relevant for companies considering the use of executive
compensation to incentivize attainment of ESG objectives by
incorporating ESG goals into their executive compensation
programs. Companies will need to determine which metrics
fall within those strategic priorities.
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In Tying ESG to Executive Compensation, we describe the
current trend of using these types of metrics as part of
individual performance assessments or as part of a
scorecard in combination with other goals, rather than as
individually weighted goals. We also caution companies
that they should choose appropriate metrics that are tied
to their strategic priorities and measurable over the
applicable period, and highlight several other developments
in executive compensation that may affect companies’
compensation practices, notably that:
•	while ISS took a softer approach in 2021 to the use of
discretion under cash incentive programs, we expect
that, for 2022, ISS will be less flexible and will expect
companies’ cash incentive programs to return to
“normal,” with payouts that are more closely tied to
pre-established goals; and
•	as part of the reopened comment period for its proposed
2015 clawback rule, the SEC has, among other things,
asked for comments addressing its proposed expansion
of the level of accounting restatement that would trigger
a recovery of compensation. If the rule is adopted,
broadening the proposed definition of “accounting
restatement due to material noncompliance” would
significantly expand the situations under which boards
will need to attempt a clawback or disclose why
attempting a recovery is not feasible.
The activism landscape is particularly ripe for theses with
an ESG focus. In Activism in 2022: A Pivotal Time Dividing the
Well-Prepared and the Less-Prepared, we remind boards that
2021 saw the first ESG-focused successful proxy contest –
which underscored the view of many stockholders that
ESG issues are inextricably linked to the board’s strategy
– and we assume more activists will likely try to follow suit.
As we note above, boards of directors and management
teams will need to prioritize engagement with stockholders
(including as they relate to ESG), lest other actors – including
activists – make compelling arguments that put the board
in a defensive posture filling gaps that could have been
constructively addressed on a clear day.
The credit markets have also turned their attention to ESG
matters. In The Impact of ESG on the Credit Markets, we describe
how numerous lending institutions – including banks,
credit funds and alternative capital providers – have adopted
non-uniform policies restricting their own ability to engage
in certain lending transactions with entities that perform
poorly from an ESG compliance perspective. To minimize
any impact on their access to capital or avoid an increase in
the cost of capital from poor ESG practices, boards should
be mindful of the following trends:
•	companies facing ESG-related challenges that are
planning to seek a maturity extension or a restructuring
of an existing credit facility should expect that their
lenders will require higher levels of ESG compliance
and reporting going forward;
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•	if a company that has poor ESG compliance scores fails to
demonstrate improvement, it is likely to face a higher
cost of capital on its financings in the short term and may
well have difficulty obtaining financing in the future; and
•	boards should consider having their management teams
evaluate their business counterparts and supply chain
partners to determine the extent of such parties’ ESG
compliance, because there is an emerging negative
knock-on effect for ESG-compliant companies that do
business with those that perform less well.
On the world stage, in What Happened at COP26 – and What it
Means for Business, we describe some of the key outcomes
from the latest UN Conference of the Parties in Glasgow
(the gathering of 196 nations to advance the goals of the
Paris Agreement), particularly the continued focus on
moving the global community toward stronger climate
action and “keeping 1.5C alive.” The conference resulted in
several achievements that have been shaped by, and will
have clear impact on, the business community. As a result
of these broader macro-trends, boards will need improved
data collection and analysis to better assess climate-related
financial risks to assets and operations of the companies
they serve. This data will also be relevant to determining
how COP-related regulatory reforms could affect valuations.
However, with all regulatory movement comes heightened
risk of litigation. To mitigate these risks, boards should also
engage in a litigation horizon-scanning exercise to identify
which post-COP regulations provide additional sources for
claims by investors or other stakeholders.

While we expect the M&A landscape will be
robust in 2022, transactions will continue to
be fraught with business, regulatory and
other challenges that will require careful
planning and sound advice
In Key M&A Trends for 2022, we describe our expectation that
M&A will continue to be robust in 2022. The market is
buoyed by PE sponsors and SPACs hunting for deals, while
strategics continue to both optimize their asset mixes
by selling or spinning off businesses that are not in line
with their corporate visions, and by making acquisitions
where organic growth is not possible. There may also be
headwinds that drag on M&A, including the potential for
higher interest rates, increased regulation, challenging
macroeconomic factors (such as inflation and continued
supply chain issues) and the uncertainty associated with
all of these factors. To this end, in particular, corporate
boards and dealmakers should be prepared for the
following key opportunities and challenges:
•	the technology sector will continue to spur significant
deal activity, with technological innovators making
attractive targets both for consolidation within the sector
and for non-tech acquirors looking to add capabilities;
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•	increasingly active competition and foreign investment
regulators will pose greater challenges to deal certainty,
requiring parties to carefully craft provisions for
regulatory efforts and related risk sharing; and
•	ESG will continue to be front of mind for the investor
community and for boards, driving the types of deals
that are done and requiring additional attention to
ESG-related risks in transactions.
Indeed, the antitrust approval process globally will remain
challenging heading into 2022 and will require dealmakers
to engage in careful planning to minimize the risk of
unnecessary delays or unwelcome outcomes. To successfully
navigate the challenges of the new regulatory landscape,
in The Antitrust Outlook for the Year Ahead we describe the
areas that boards should focus on, including:
•	the fact that new leadership at the DOJ and FTC have
promised to increase their scrutiny of transactions while
at the same time the agencies are receiving a record
number of pre-merger filings and are facing significant
staff and resource constraints. Boards and dealmakers
should therefore allow for longer review periods and
be prepared for non-traditional questions and theories
of harm from the antitrust authorities;
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Significantly, the proxy contest dynamic will undoubtedly
be impacted by new SEC rules requiring companies and
activists starting August 31, 2022 to use a universal proxy
card that identifies all nominees for election as a director
at an upcoming shareholder meeting.
Global geopolitical dynamics will also contribute additional
complexity to historic operating models as well as deal
execution. In 2021, the US–China trade war escalated as
each side deployed a variety of newly developed regulatory
and enforcement tools alongside more traditional economic
measures to gain a geopolitical advantage. As we describe
in US–China Tensions Will Continue to Heighten Regulatory and
Enforcement Risk, boards can expect the following dynamics
to impact their transactions in 2022:
•	sustained tension between Washington and Beijing as
both sides strategically deploy their expanding array
of economic, political, and legal tools, with potentially
significant impact across a wide range of industries
and financial markets; and
•	increased US and non-US extraterritorial enforcement
activity, with particular focus on economic sanctions,
export controls, investment restrictions, supply chain
restrictions, and anti-corruption initiatives.

•	the changing regulatory landscape means that the
antitrust authorities may place a higher bar on what
remedies are sufficient to address their concerns.
To narrow the scope of disputes with the DOJ or FTC,
boards and dealmakers should consider proactively
resolving obvious competition issues outside the
regulatory process; and

Companies should consider their range of activities that
have a nexus with China that could be affected by these
regulatory priorities (including, for example,
manufacturing, supply chain, sales, and investment
interests) and assess whether any steps should be taken to
mitigate legal, regulatory, operational, and reputational risk.

•	in light of calls by the DOJ and FTC to increase antitrust
enforcement, boards and dealmakers should signal that
they have the time and resources to successfully litigate
a merger challenge. Maintaining a credible litigation
threat will incentivize the DOJ and FTC to not
unnecessarily prolong their investigations and to seriously
consider remedy proposals.

New developments in litigation and increasing
enforcement scrutiny will require boards to be
very focused on risk

In Activism in 2022: A Pivotal Time Dividing the Well-Prepared
and the Less-Prepared, we note that market dynamics and
regulatory changes are likely to have an impact on
transactions where activists have emerged, privately and
publicly. Activists increasingly have inserted themselves in
dealmaking, in pushing companies to pursue transactions,
and in challenging announced transactions either to
scuttle the deal entirely or to extract additional value.
The level of activism increased compared to the past year,
and current levels of public and private activism indicate
a further escalation. This level of activity and propensity
for M&A-related activism is likely to also be fueled by
the growth in public companies, particularly the spate
of de-SPAC’ed companies that emerged throughout 2021.
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In Trends in Delaware Litigation that will have an Impact in 2022
and Beyond, we describe two cutting-edge developments in
Delaware law from 2021 that boards should factor into their
deliberations going forward. First, the Delaware judges
adopted a welcome streamlined test for demand futility that
will impact all derivative cases against Delaware companies.
Second, through recently decided cases concerning material
adverse effect (MAE) clauses and ordinary course covenants
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, they reaffirmed the
Delaware Courts’ reluctance to permit parties to terminate
deals based on unfavorable post-signing events while also
reaffirming their enforcement of parties’ intents in their
covenants. In light of these decisions, when entering into
agreements that contain MAE clauses, companies should:
•	ensure that the MAE clause, including any carve-outs
and “disproportionate impact” provision, is adequately
clarified;
•	remain mindful of the types of actions that might breach
an ordinary course covenant;
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•	ensure that agreements contain a sufficiently specific
remedies provision; and
•	remain mindful of the reluctance of Delaware Courts
to permit termination on the basis of an MAE.
On the enforcement front, companies should expect
increased scrutiny and activity by regulators, particularly
as the Biden administration has made clear that anti-bribery
and corruption (ABC) and anti-money laundering (AML)
are not just priorities, they are “core national security
interest[s].” In The Next Year in Global Investigations – A Renewed
Focus on Corruption and Money Laundering, we urge boards
to re-evaluate their companies’ ABC and AML compliance
programs and ensure those companies are taking
reasonable steps to:
•	align ABC programs with revised DOJ expectations in
the recent Guidance on the Evaluation of Corporate
Compliance Programs and the recent FCPA Resource
Guide, including the importance of “investigation,
analysis, and remediation”;
•	align AML programs with the emerging risks highlighted
in the FinCEN Priorities, including illicit transactions
related to cybercrime and domestic terrorism. In doing
so, boards should consider strategies to engage with
regulators when such issues arise; and
•	confirm that compliance programs operate effectively and
as they are designed to do in a post-COVID-19 era. Amid
changing working conditions, compliance teams may
need to update risk profiles, pressure-test programs, and
adapt employee guidance for new operating paradigms.
On the arbitration front, in 2021 we saw an unprecedented
volume of cross-border disputes. We expect this trend to
continue in 2022 and beyond, driven by high levels of
M&A and other deal-making that form new cross-border
relationships, some percentage of which will not proceed
as planned, and ongoing disruptions in global supply chains
that compromise parties’ abilities to perform their
contractual obligations. To ensure that their companies
are well positioned to enforce their contractual rights, we
describe in International Commercial Arbitration – Managing
the Boom in Cross-Border Disputes three factors that boards
should consider in cross-border agreements:
•	requiring that disputes be resolved in international
arbitration rather than national courts. Arbitration
results in an award that, unlike a court judgment,
can be readily enforced anywhere in the world with
limited review by local courts;
•	selecting a well-established seat of arbitration such as
New York, London, Paris, Singapore or Hong Kong.
In these venues, the courts reliably apply the New York
Convention to protect favorable awards from being
set aside; and
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•	requiring the confidentiality of any proceedings to
protect commercially sensitive information and
reduce reputational risk.

The development of new technologies and new
regulations focused on data and privacy will
present increasing challenges
In Outlook on Privacy and Cyber Security for the Year Ahead,
we warn boards they should expect a new raft of state data
protection laws, heightened regulatory scrutiny of privacy
and cyber security practices, and an ever-increasing list of
business and legal risks posed by ransomware and other
cyber attacks in 2022. To prepare, boards should:
•	work toward establishing a regular record that documents
their oversight of the company’s cyber risk and its data
compliance practices;
•	review with management the company’s privacy
compliance policies, procedures, personnel and resourcing
to ensure its ability to meet increasingly complex
multijurisdictional obligations; and
•	review with management the company’s disclosure
controls and procedures to ensure that material cyber
incidents are adequately addressed to satisfy SEC
disclosure obligations.
The pace of technological change and the development of
new technologies has also given boards a lot to focus on.
For example, in Board Consideration of AI and Other
Autonomous Computer Systems, we remind boards that the
traditional fiduciary duties and oversight responsibilities
apply to automated algorithms, artificial intelligence,
machine learning and other novel technologies. In this
context, we describe the need for boards to:
•	create a bespoke risk assessment of the various
technologies their companies are considering or
already using;
•	if any of the technologies will be “mission-critical” for
the company, ensure that internal controls are designed
to address them and that any deficiencies in the controls
are shared with the board on a timely basis;
•	actively monitor the implementation and functioning
of the technologies and possess the relevant technical
literacy to evaluate relevant information provided by
management and third parties; and
•	refresh this assessment periodically, with the assistance
of counsel, to ensure the protocols in place are up to date.

Companies will also need to address how to
operate within a changing environment for
global taxation and changing interest rates
for floating rate debt
In OECD Agreement May Increase Global Effective Tax Rates for
IP-Intensive Multinationals, we describe the new two-pillar
international tax rules that OECD members agreed in
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October 2021 that increase global effective tax rates. Pillar
One works by allocating part of a multinational enterprise’s
(MNE’s) profits to market jurisdictions, which would tax this
amount even if the business concerned does not have a
physical presence in that jurisdiction. Pillar Two would
achieve a global minimum tax rate of 15 percent in part by
requiring countries in which MNE parents are resident to
impose a top-up tax on offshore subsidiaries taxed at locally
lower rates. Multinational corporate groups, particularly
in tech and other IP-intensive industries, should prepare
for these changes in international tax rules that will
significantly increase global effective tax rates and work
with tax counsel to carefully review, and assess the impact
of, the application of the new tax rules to their operations.
Finally, the much-anticipated move away from the London
Interbank Offered Rate (commonly known as LIBOR) is
finally here! Beginning January 1, banks are no longer
permitted to enter into agreements to provide loans that
accrue interest based on LIBOR, meaning 2022 will be the
year that companies start to learn to manage debt in a
post-LIBOR world (note: existing loan agreements can
continue to provide LIBOR-based loans until June of 2023).
In Post-LIBOR: The Brave New World for Floating Rate Debt,
we describe some key issues that companies should keep in
mind for the remaining weeks:
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The landscape in 2022 will be full of opportunities. While
COVID-19 will continue to have an impact, many companies
are becoming better at managing and executing through its
challenges and uncertainties. Nonetheless, as a post-COVID
world emerges, it is widely acknowledged that there will
be no “return to normal,” as the pandemic has shown key
economic areas – supply chain and human capital
management among others – that will need significant
reconsideration going forward. While at the same time,
shifting legal and regulatory landscapes and focuses require
significant adaptation. This puts management teams and
boards on the frontlines of an uncharted business and
economic horizon that will be characterized by novel
challenges, whether from a commercial, regulatory or
litigation perspective. Companies that engage in careful
preparation, with attentive board oversight and the
assistance of creative legal advice, will find ways to mitigate
headwinds, capitalize on these opportunities and thrive.
We wish you all the best for a happy and successful 2022!
The editors:
Pamela L. Marcogliese
Partner,
New York and Silicon Valley

•	companies’ cost of borrowing may appear to increase, and
companies should notify key stakeholders (shareholders,
other lenders and credit rating agencies) of this possibility
early if the business expects to raise debt financing;

Sebastian L. Fain

•	it may be possible to lock in a slightly lower rate, so
companies’ treasury teams should engage with their
lender banks to plan for this transition and discuss the
appropriate adjustment – even if the company is not
refinancing in the near term; and

Elizabeth K. Bieber

•	senior leaders may have less visibility on the company’s
future interest expense – boards may want to note this
in budgets and forecasts until the company’s treasury
team is comfortable with the new reference rate.
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Partner,
New York

Counsel,
New York
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SEC Modifies Shareholder Proposal Rules

SEC Modifies Shareholder Proposal
Rules, Making it More Difficult for
Companies to Exclude ESG Proposals

Michael Levitt

Valerie Jacob

Partner, New York

Partner, New York

In early November 2021 the SEC issued new
guidance regarding the shareholder proposal
process in Staff Legal Bulletin 14L (“SLB 14L”),
which served to reverse, at times significantly,
some of the positions taken over the past few
years regarding the “ordinary business” and
“economic relevance” exceptions. The reversal
follows a number of years of increasingly
detailed guidance and comes amid a time
when there have been instances in which the
SEC has messaged its discomfort with being
the arbiter and decision maker regarding
certain proposal topics, including ESG. SLB 14L
clearly indicates that the SEC will increasingly
be disinclined to grant no-action relief for
proposals driven by environmental, social
and political and related issues during the
2022 proxy season and beyond.
Importantly for boards of directors, the SEC’s
decision-making affects some of its expectations on
board action. Recent prior bulletins suggested board
analysis should be included in requests for no action relief
when making an argument for ordinary business or
economic relevance. Critically, SLB 14L revokes the SEC’s
prior position regarding board analysis and the SEC
will no longer require or expect it (although shareholders
may anticipate it as part of shareholder engagement).
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In particular:
1.	proposals with a broad societal impact may no longer
be excludable as addressing “ordinary business
operations,” with the SEC staff “realigning” its focus
to the social policy significance of the issue raised
rather than on the nexus between the social policy
issue and a particular company;
2.	“micromanagement” arguments will face a “measured”
SEC approach and requests for timeframes or targets
will not be as easily excluded;
3.	proposals affecting only a small percentage of a
company’s operations (5 percent of assets, earnings and
revenues) will no longer be automatically excludable if
they address issues of broad social or ethical concern; and
4.	the SEC staff reiterated a number of procedural provisions
mostly aimed at facilitating the shareholder proposal
process for the benefit of shareholders.
The new guidance highlighted two specific areas where
proposals will be more difficult for companies to exclude:
•	those raising human capital management issues with a
broad societal impact (which will be more difficult to
exclude as ordinary business operations); and
•	proposals that request companies adopt timeframes or
targets to address climate change (which will be more
difficult to exclude as shareholder micromanagement).
However, while SLB 14L is likely to make it more difficult
for companies to exclude shareholder proposals, the new
eligibility rules that require a greater holding period with
lower holding levels may initially counterbalance the effect
when analyzing total shareholder proposals.
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Proposals with a broad societal impact
may no longer be excludable as
“ordinary business operations”

Moreover, in assessing whether a proposal deals with
matters “too complex” for shareholders (and therefore
suggestive of micromanagement), the SEC may consider:

The ordinary business exception under Rule 14a-8 allows
companies to exclude shareholder proposals to the extent
the proposal “deals with a matter relating to the company’s
ordinary business operations.” Historically, the SEC would
evaluate the significance of a policy issue to the particular
company, rather than focusing on whether the proposal
addresses a significant social policy. Under SLB 14L, the
SEC “will no longer focus on determining the nexus
between a policy issue and the company but will instead
focus on the social policy significance of the issue ... the
staff will consider whether the proposal raises issues
with a broad societal impact, such that they transcend the
ordinary business of the company.”

• the sophistication of investors on the topic;

Specifically, the SEC noted that “proposals ... raising human
capital management issues with a broad societal impact
would not be subject to exclusion solely because the
proponent did not demonstrate that the human capital
management issue was significant to the company.”
Further, the SEC said that proposals related to employment
discrimination is an example of an issue that may
transcend the ordinary business operations.

“Micromanagement” arguments will face
a “measured” SEC approach and requests
for timeframes or targets will not be as
easily excluded
The staff previously excluded proposals that dealt with the
company’s ordinary business operations that persuasively
argued that the proposal “prob[ed] too deeply into matters
of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a group,
would not be in a position to make an informed judgment.”
Going forward, the SEC staff will take “a measured
approach” to evaluating companies’ micromanagement
arguments – recognizing that “proposals seeking detail or
seeking to promote timeframes or methods do not per se
constitute micromanagement.” Instead, the SEC will focus
on the level of granularity sought in the proposal and
whether and to what extent it inappropriately limits
discretion of the board or management.
The new SEC approach is particularly relevant for proposals
related to climate change. Going forward, the SEC said it
would not concur in the exclusion of proposals that suggest
targets or timelines so long as the proposals afford
discretion to management as to how to achieve such goals.
As an example, the SEC recently concluded that a proposal
requesting establishment of emission reduction targets,
without imposing a specific method for doing so, was not
excessive micromanagement.
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• the availability of data on the topic; and
• the robustness of public discussion of the topic.
The SEC may consider references to well-established
national or international frameworks when assessing
proposals related to disclosure, target-setting and
timeframes as indicative of topics that shareholders are
able to evaluate.

Other considerations from SLB 14L
The “economic relevance” exception allows companies to
exclude a proposal that “relates to operations which account
for less than 5 percent of the company’s total assets or net
earnings and gross sales, and is not otherwise significantly
related to the company’s business.” Going forward,
proposals that raise issues of broad social or ethical concern
related to the company’s business may not be excluded, even
if the relevant business falls below the specified thresholds.
Under the shareholder proposal rules, proposals may not
exceed 500 words, but they are silent on whether images
and graphics may be used. The SEC reaffirmed its view
that shareholders are not precluded from using graphics
in connection with their proposals. Companies may still
request the exclusion of graphics where they make the
proposal materially misleading, render the proposal
too vague or indefinite, impugn character or personal
reputation, are irrelevant to a consideration of the subject
matter, or if the words in a proposal (including words in
the graphics) exceed 500.

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	Companies should expect that, under its new guidance,
the SEC will be less likely to permit companies to exclude
shareholder proposals that relate to broad societal issues,
including ESG, even if there is overlap with the
company’s ordinary business or it relates to a small
portion of a company’s business.
2.	The SEC is no longer expecting, requiring or even
committed to reviewing board analysis related to a
company’s request to exclude a shareholder proposal.
However, the information and the board’s position are
likely to remain of interest to shareholders and expected
to be part of shareholder engagement.
3.	With the SEC less likely to play referee to many
shareholder proposals, the dynamics regarding
negotiated withdrawal are likely to change, and the
importance for companies to engage with shareholders
and understand issues of importance will increase.
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Tying ESG to Executive Compensation

Tying ESG
to Executive
Compensation

Maj Vaseghi

Lori Goodman

Partner, Silicon Valley

Partner, New York

Shareholder interest in ESG and the use of
executive compensation to incentivize
attainment of ESG objectives has this past year
accelerated many companies’ desire to
incorporate ESG goals into their executive
compensation programs. However, this needs
to be done as part of a larger discussion about
each company’s strategic priorities – which
metrics fall within those strategic priorities?
Which metrics does the company want to
communicate to its employees and other
stakeholders as those it intends to focus on?
Once those questions are answered, the next step is to
determine if a particular goal is measurable and over what
period. Companies should consider a dry run – if the goal
had been in place in a prior year, how would it have been
measured and how would it have impacted the plan payout?
Currently we are seeing ESG metrics used generally as
part of cash incentive programs (rather than long-term
incentives) and in the form of individual performance
assessments or as part of a scorecard in combination with
other objectives, rather than as individually weighted goals.

Use of discretion in bonus payouts
During the pandemic, companies have had to use more
discretion in determining payouts under their cash
incentive programs, due in part to the difficulty in setting
goals. For 2021, ISS took a softer approach to the use of
discretion in this context. We believe that for 2022, they will
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take a less flexible approach and will expect companies’
cash incentive programs to return to “normal,” with
payouts that are more closely tied to pre-established goals.
If a company continues to believe discretion is necessary,
disclosure of the rationale behind the determination
of compensation levels, including how discretion was
applied, will be key.

SEC reopens clawback rule
Section 954 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act of 2010 directed the SEC to
promulgate rules that would require each national securities
exchange to institute listing standards requiring issuers to
implement a policy to recover incentive compensation from
current or former executives in the event of a “material
error” in preparing publicly filed financial statements in the
previous three fiscal years (the clawback rule). On October
14, 2021, the SEC announced it would be reopening the
comment period for this rule. While the SEC is soliciting
comments on all aspects of the clawback rule, it has asked
for input specifically addressing, among other things, its
proposed expansion of the level of accounting restatement
that would trigger a recovery of compensation. The SEC
is considering defining “accounting restatement due to
material noncompliance” to include not only material
mistakes but also any errors that rise to the level of a
material misstatement if the errors were left uncorrected
in the current financial statements or the correction was
recognized in the current period. The proposed definition
of “accounting restatement due to material noncompliance”
will significantly expand the situations under which boards
will need to attempt a clawback or disclose why attempting
a recovery is not feasible.
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> Key takeaways for boards
1.	The use of ESG metrics in cash incentive plans continues
to grow. Currently we are seeing such metrics as part
of individual performance assessments or as part of a
scorecard in combination with other goals, rather than
as individually weighted goals. Companies should be
cautious in choosing appropriate metrics that are tied
to their strategic priorities and measurable over the
applicable period.
2.	For 2021, ISS took a softer approach to the use of
discretion under cash incentive programs. We believe
that for 2022, they will take a less flexible approach
and will expect companies’ cash incentive programs
to return to “normal” with payouts that are more closely
tied to pre-established goals.
3.	On October 14, 2021, the SEC announced that it would be
reopening the comment period for its proposed 2015
clawback rule. The SEC has, among other things, asked
for comments addressing its proposed expansion of the
level of accounting restatement that would trigger a
recovery of compensation. Broadening the proposed
definition of “accounting restatement due to material
noncompliance” will significantly expand the situations
under which boards will need to attempt a clawback or
disclose why attempting a recovery is not feasible.

Sustainability and Beyond
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Activism in 2022 will highlight a stark
differentiation in public companies based
on their boards of directors’ and their
executive management teams’ perception,
understanding and reflection on the
messages coming from their respective
stockholder bases.
Boards of directors and companies that are late to the game
in understanding either how to effectively communicate
with their stockholders – or in absorbing the information
and feedback stockholders provide – will find that they have
a more challenging year (or years) ahead. What the past few
years in the activism landscape have shown is that
stockholder concerns can crescendo and become a primary
board issue, despite the best intention of boards.
Last year, we commented that we were witnessing the
business model of activism evolve. We saw those drivers and
trends come to fruition and expect them to continue to
develop over the next year and beyond. While the public
activism of the first half of 2021 was largely in line with
2020 levels, both 2020 and 2021 did see lower levels of public
campaigns relative to the pre-COVID period. However, one
has to look at activism activity in 2020 and 2021 against the
background of the pandemic and the economic recovery in
different markets, and lower levels of public campaigns
overall should not be misconstrued as a lack of activist
activity. On the contrary, both 2020 and 2021 saw quarters
with the number of public campaigns in line with historical
averages, indicating a significant undercurrent of activity by
activists and a sign of the continued rebound in public
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campaigns. Companies enter 2022 in a robust activism
market, building on the momentum over the past year and
the trends and considerations outlined below.

Lessons from an ESG proxy contest
In 2021, the first ESG-focused proxy contest (won by the
at-the-time little-known activist fund Engine No. 1)
underscored a number of crucial elements. First, many
stockholders view ESG issues as inextricably linked to the
board’s strategy, and more activists will likely try to seize
on this dynamic. The presence or absence of a well-defined
strategic plan that incorporates ESG issues is fast rising to
the top of stockholder considerations. This is axiomatic at
climate-affected companies, but stockholders view ESG as
a much broader set of topics than those connected directly
to climate and natural resources. For instance, over the
past two years stockholders have been emboldened to make
demands, in part due to the increase in the importance
to companies of human capital management issues. As the
pandemic unfolded, a company’s ability to retain, train
and attract a dedicated workforce became a significant
board-level concern. As we enter 2022, many industries
are experiencing a shortage of qualified labor. Companies
with top-down, board-level investment in human capital
management have competitive advantages. Second, boards
of directors and management teams need to prioritize
engagement with stockholders on their priorities, lest other
actors, including activists, make compelling arguments to
them in a manner that results with the board in a defensive
posture filling gaps that could have been addressed on a
clear day. This consideration should not be confused with
simply capitulating to the wishes of stockholders (and
activists). Boards of directors and management teams
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continue to retain an informational advantage over
outsiders to the boardroom and their decisions need to
be rooted in their information and satisfaction of their
fiduciary duties. It does, however, require engaging and
incorporating feedback, when and as appropriate, keeping
a line of open communication and demonstrating how
feedback was incorporated. Third, good ideas prevail.
An activist does not need to be the largest or the most
well-resourced to be disruptive. A vacuum of understanding
in the stockholder base combined with a good external
idea can be compelling, and a mismatch of resources may
not be able to overcome a fundamental deficit of
stockholder support and goodwill.

The beginnings of a feeding frenzy fueled by
the growth in public companies
Between the second half of 2020 through the end of 2021
(and beyond), there has been an explosion of new public
companies thanks to a run on de-SPAC mergers and a heated
traditional IPO market. Those companies have emerged with
varying levels of traditional defense measures and
governance profiles. Not all of them will be successful over
the long term, and during the next few years there will be
significant opportunities for transformative transactions for
both buyers and sellers. M&A continues to be a primary
thesis in many activism campaigns, and the opportunity to
engineer, broker and participate in transactions among the
newly public company base will be significant for activists.
Established public companies will not be immune to this
trend, as their own underperformance – or their potential
to act as an acquirer – will be areas traditional activists
seek to exploit. As a result, boards of directors of public
companies will be well-served to continue to think like
activists, regularly reviewing their company’s expectations,
guidance and internal projections, being cognizant of real
or perceived governance deficiencies, keeping abreast of
market developments and evaluating whether it is time to
consider strategic alternatives.

Universal proxy on the horizon
The 2022 spring annual meeting season will be the last
season in which current proxy cards are in use. Starting
August 31, 2022, companies and activists will be required to
use a universal proxy card that identifies all nominees for
election as a director at an upcoming shareholder meeting.
The rules permit companies and activists to list each other’s
director candidates and eliminates the short-slate rule.
Activists will need to commit to soliciting at least 67 percent
of a company’s voting power in a proxy contest. Given the
concentration of institutional investor ownership at most
public companies such that the top 10 holders can comprise
between 30 and 50 percent of a public company’s voting
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power, this is not likely to be a significant hurdle. In the
2022 annual meeting season, we expect the dynamics
between activists and boards of directors to begin to shift,
as companies and activists begin to understand how the
impact of universal proxy cards is likely to alter the
considerations between settlement and a full proxy contest.
In particular, the importance of an activist’s significant
stake in a company to the success of their campaign has
been diminishing over time and activists have experienced
success with even small stakes, including those below the
5 percent Schedule 13D reporting threshold. As discussed
above, the strength of the activist’s idea and its resonance
with the stockholder base are more determinative. With
activist nominees listed on a company’s proxy card, this
trend is likely to continue and spread to additional new and
first-time activists, including, perhaps, stockholders that
had never considered themselves to be activist in nature.
As a result of these factors, it is imperative that boards of
directors and their management teams continue to make
progress on their own strategic plans, communication
with stakeholders and robust stockholder engagement.
For boards of directors that may have perceived a temporary
respite from public activism, it is an opportune time to
re-engage. For newly public companies, it is never too soon
to begin investing in the company’s long-term strategic
plan through considered engagement and activism defense.
For boards of directors that have made significant progress
over the past year, such investment pays dividends only
when the investment is nurtured over time.

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	A long-term strategic plan that is well understood by
stockholders continues and will continue to be the
backbone of activism preparation. ESG considerations
do not change that, but there is a shift surrounding
the inclusion of ESG and other long-term financial
impacts and their role in a well-communicated longterm strategic plan.
2.	Stockholder engagement is imperative. A stockholder
base that understands the company’s perspective on
its standalone plan and a company that understands
key issues from stockholders pays dividends to
companies in terms of activism preparation and beyond.
3.	The activism environment continually evolves, and for
a number of years has been expanding to include
stakeholders not traditionally thought of as activists.
2021 was no exception and we predict these trends
will continue through 2022. It is important for boards
and management teams to continue to understand
the evolving dynamics to reap the benefits of
investment and preparation.
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ESG concerns are having an increasingly
significant effect on certain segments of the
credit markets. Numerous lending institutions
– including banks, credit funds and alternative
capital providers – have adopted non-uniform
policies restricting their own ability to engage
in certain lending transactions with entities
that fare poorly from an ESG compliance
perspective, for example coal companies
and private prisons, two industries that
have struggled to raise capital as a result
of negative bias from the market and
governmental authorities.

Lenders that have adopted ESG policies that limit or cap
exposure to a certain industry may seek to exit a facility
or not extend or refinance a maturing facility. Our own
experience is that lending institutions that have ESG
lending policies often require the approval of very senior
officers and ESG committees within that institution on all
amendments and extensions of credit facilities that have
ESG implications, and such policies often drive the
structure of any such amendments and extensions. Thus, it
is imperative a board understands its financing partners’
positions on ESG and considers whether the opening of
negotiations will give those lenders an opportunity to
extract concessions as part of their own ESG initiatives.

While those dynamics have been well publicized, boards of
operating companies that are directly or indirectly impacted
by ESG issues should take heed that the lending community
is becoming more proactive on ESG issues in order to satisfy
the concerns of investors, regulators, clients and employees.
This evolving stance will have an impact on companies
beyond those in conspicuously ESG-problematic industries.

The credit markets have begun to recognize and accept the
correlation between companies with low ESG performance
scores (albeit based on often differing sets of standards) and
creditworthiness. For instance, companies in sectors that
have a bigger environmental footprint may experience
higher costs of capital as the credit community adopts more
stringent standards for financing those industries. With
respect to implementing such standards, there is a two-part
calculus for the capital provider. First, does the lender need
to reduce exposure to a specific ESG-impacted industry?
If so, lenders will likely raise the cost of capital for these
companies to compel them to seek financing elsewhere.
Second, will the capital providers be able to exit the credit
profitably if the ESG concerns associated with these
industries reduce the pool of capital available to refinance
their existing credit facilities and fund acquisitions and
working capital needs? As a result, lenders may charge

ESG issues factoring into negotiations around
amendments and restructurings
Boards should be mindful that if their companies have
exposure to ESG issues and they need to amend, extend or
restructure their debt obligations, ESG will factor into
those negotiations. Many lenders that have adopted selfimposed ESG constraints are using the amend and extend
process to revisit financial covenants or add requirements
that increase or incentivize ESG reporting and compliance.
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ESG performance is having growing influence
on cost of capital
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higher rates and fees to compensate for their perceived
increased risk. The takeaway is that boards should
anticipate that the constraints imposed by the capital
markets on firms with lower-tier ESG rankings may extend
to mid- and higher-tier firms sooner rather than later.

The knock-on effect
Companies that maintain high levels of ESG performance
may still be affected by ESG issues. Boards should consider
the impact of doing business with suppliers or customers that
are ESG non-compliant, particularly where a component of a
company’s supply chain implicates ESG concerns. A troubled
supply chain partner can impact production or, potentially
worse, taint the manufacturer itself, which could then affect
the manufacturer’s ability to maintain credit facilities on
favorable terms. Beyond the risk of adverse publicity arising
from doing business with an ESG non-compliant partner
(which could directly affect the cost of capital), companies
may face higher costs of production if a supply chain partner
has to pass on its own higher cost of capital.
A good example of the knock-on effect is the electric vehicle
industry, where the manufacture of lithium poses serious
environmental and political risks in countries of origin like
the Republic of Congo and charging stations for the cars
may be powered by fossil fuels.

> Key takeaways for boards
ESG considerations are having an effect on the credit
markets, and corporate boards need to be mindful of
the following.
1.	Boards of companies that are planning to seek a
maturity extension or a restructuring of an existing credit
facility and which face ESG-related challenges should
expect that their lenders will require higher levels of ESG
compliance and reporting going forward.
2.	If a board of a company that has poor ESG compliance
scores fails to mandate improvements, their company
is likely to face a higher cost of capital on its financings
in the short term and may well have difficulty obtaining
financing in the future.
3.	Boards should consider having their management teams
evaluate their business counterparts and supply chain
partners to determine the extent of such parties’ ESG
compliance because there is an emerging negative
knock-on effect for ESG-compliant companies that do
business with lower-tier ESG-compliant companies.

Sustainability and Beyond
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The presence of business leaders and investors
at the latest UN Conference of the Parties in
Glasgow (the gathering of 196 nations to
advance the goals of the Paris Agreement)
was a marked change and gave what the
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson called
“purpose and unprecedented agency” to the
effort to tackle climate change.
On the whole, COP26 was deemed a qualified success in
moving the global community toward stronger climate
action and “keeping 1.5C alive.” The conference resulted in
several achievements that have been shaped by, and will
have clear impact on, the business community. We discuss
six key outcomes below.

1. Finance
The first week of COP featured a Finance Day chaired by
the former Governor of the Bank of England (and now UN
special envoy for climate action and finance), Mark Carney.
Ahead of the summit Mr. Carney launched the ‘Glasgow
Financial Alliance for Net Zero’ (GFANZ), a forum for leading
financial institutions to accelerate the transition to a
net-zero global economy. Its members currently include
more than 450 financial firms across 45 countries, which
together are responsible for over $130tn of assets.
The formation of the alliance is further evidence of the
critical role the finance community will play in the
transition to a low-carbon future.
COP also saw progress around the challenges of supporting
developing countries to build more sustainable economies.
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Pledges made over a decade ago by developing nations to
provide $100bn a year of climate finance toward this goal
have not yet been met, but with new commitments from
the United States, the UK and other OECD nations it is
possible the threshold will be achieved by 2023.

2. Accounting standards
The run-up to COP saw a significant number of net-zero
commitments from companies in all sectors, strengthening
calls from political leaders, investors and civil society groups
for businesses to provide tangible evidence of how they are
delivering against those pledges. This will only be possible
if we develop better ways to assess and disclose progress
against climate targets; in pursuit of this goal, one of the
leading players in ESG reporting, the IFRS Foundation, has
announced the International Sustainability Standards Board
(ISSB), which aims to create a single standard to meet
investors’ information needs and drive more accurate
disclosure. If it succeeds, it will not only help counter
accusations of greenwashing but also establish a framework
for assessing climate risk that would enable a more
transparent approach to corporate valuations in the context
of investments and acquisitions. (More information about
the impact of legal risk on asset valuation can be found in
our ‘Heating up’ report).

3. Carbon price increase
The price of carbon has doubled in 2021. At COP there was
movement on the need to create, expand and strengthen
carbon pricing mechanisms to ensure the right incentives
are in place to encourage businesses and consumers to
reduce their carbon footprint. This will lead to new carbon
markets (potentially regulated by domestic or international
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bodies), greater scrutiny of voluntary systems that are
currently in place and more impactful carbon tax regimes,
supported by clear border adjustment mechanisms to
minimize the risk of carbon “leakage.”

4. China–US deal
The United States and China set aside their strategic
differences to issue a joint climate announcement at COP
recalling their “firm commitment to work together” to
keep emissions below 1.5C. The statement was short on
detail but is likely to include an emphasis on technology
to reduce methane emissions. Despite the broad-brush
approach, an announcement that the world’s two largest
emitters were collaborating was universally welcomed.

5. The role of technology
Technology will be critical to achieve global emissions
targets and was discussed in various fora at COP. But while
there is significant attention on innovations that don’t yet
exist, the reality is that current technologies – particularly in
energy generation and storage – can keep global
temperature rises below the 1.5C threshold provided they
are scaled up. We can expect to see nuclear energy back in
favor as a way to keep emissions in check.

What Happened at COP26 – and What it Means for Business

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	Boards need to drive improved data collection and
analysis to better assess climate-related financial
risks to assets and operations. They also need to
understand how COP-related regulatory reforms
could affect valuations.
2.	They should conduct a litigation horizon-scanning
exercise to assess whether post-COP regulations
provide additional sources for claims by investors
or other stakeholders.
3.	Finally, boards will need to review their current
climate-related disclosure practices and ensure they
align with their company’s messaging strategy, while
also preparing for the likely post-COP shift to a more
uniform and detailed standard, whether as adopted
by the International Sustainability Standards Board
or otherwise.

6. Deforestation agreement
Although agreements around the fringes of COP do not
typically pack the same environmental punch, this year’s
deforestation deal (which saw 100 world leaders agree to end
and reverse deforestation by 2030) was hailed as a genuine
step forward. Importantly, £14bn in public and private funds
has already been pledged to achieve the goal.
While the developments above were among COP’s “official”
outcomes, the summit highlighted a series of broader trends
for business that deserve mention. First, the need for
collaboration, both within and across industries, to
accelerate climate progress, which in turn is driving
antitrust regulators to look for ways this can be enabled
within the boundaries of competition law. Second, the
growing call from concerned citizens (across generations,
geographies and political boundaries) for political and
business leaders to take tangible and sometimes radical
action. When this concern changes voting, investing and
purchasing behavior, companies will need to adapt.

Sustainability and Beyond
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With interest rates remaining historically low,
equity markets continuing to be enthusiastic,
private equity maintaining record high
stockpiles of dry powder and more than 400
SPACs looking for targets, 2021 was on course
through the end of the third quarter to be
a record year for dealmaking. And while the
transactions that may have been postponed
during the COVID-19 pandemic have likely
worked their way through the system, we
expect M&A to continue to be robust in 2022
as well. In the year ahead, activity will be
buoyed by PE sponsors and SPACs hunting
for deals, and strategics continuing to both
optimize their asset mixes by selling or
spinning off businesses that are not in line with
their corporate visions and making acquisitions
where organic growth is not possible.
There may also be headwinds that drag on M&A, including
the potential for higher interest rates, increased regulation,
challenging macroeconomic factors (such as inflation and
continued supply chain issues) and the uncertainty
associated with all these factors. To this end, in particular,
corporate boards and dealmakers should be prepared for
a continued surge in tech M&A, increased regulatory
scrutiny of deals – and greater focus on ESG-driven and
affected transactions.
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Tech remains a significant driver of deal activity
The technology, media and telecommunications sector was
the largest for deals through the first three quarters of 2021
(according to Refinitiv data) with nearly $1.3tn worth of
transactions globally. Industrials and materials was the
next-most robust sector, accounting for $723bn of global
deal value. During COVID-19, digital life became all life,
sending tech companies on a buying spree. Prime examples
in 2021 include Intuit’s proposed purchase of Mailchimp
for $12bn and Microsoft’s proposed acquisition of Nuance
Communications for $19.6bn. However, tech companies are
not only buying but are also targets for acquirors in other
industries, many of which are fervently working to move
into the digital space. UnitedHealth Group’s proposed
acquisition of Change Healthcare and shipbuilding
company Huntington Ingalls Industries’ acquisition of
Alion Science and Technology are key examples. Finally,
tech businesses are also likely to continue to benefit
from the more than 400 SPACs that are looking for
acquisition targets. The practice in de-SPAC transactions
of using financial projections can be particularly useful
for pre-earnings – sometimes pre-commercialized product
– companies like late-stage private tech businesses.

Antitrust and foreign investment landscape
continues to evolve
The last 12 months has seen significant movement in the
competition and foreign investment regulatory landscape.
The incoming Biden administration has led to new
leadership at the US Federal Trade Commission and the
Antitrust Division of the US Department of Justice, both of
whom have been vocal in their more aggressive stance on
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consolidation. With Brexit, the UK Competition and Markets
Authority is no longer part of the European Commission’s
collective review process.
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States
(CFIUS) continues to closely monitor acquisitions of US assets
and, in late 2020, the EU foreign direct investment regime
came into effect. The result is ever-increasing scrutiny of
M&A transactions by regulators across the globe, with deals
taking longer to close, more litigation risk and more focus
than ever by dealmakers on allocating regulatory risk
(see The Antitrust Outlook for the Year Ahead on page 20).
Notable casualties have included Aon’s proposed $30bn
acquisition of Willis Towers Watson and Visa’s proposed
$5.3bn acquisition of Plaid. Regulators are also increasingly
requiring (or parties are offering upfront) divestitures, such
as Alimentation Couche-Tard’s obligation to divest stores in
connection with its acquisition of Holiday Stationstores and
Bristol-Myers Squibb’s obligation to divest Celgene’s Otezla,
meaning that deals are in some cases leading to more deals.
Boards, ever focused on deal certainty, will need to ensure
they have a well-thought-through strategy to engage with
worldwide competition regulators in their transactions,
including having to consider when litigation might be a
necessary tool and to ensure consistent, and effective,
communication across jurisdictions. In addition, regulatory
covenants included in transaction agreements need to be
even more carefully tailored to ensure that risks are
allocated in the way the parties intended. The longer
periods between signing and closing may lead to a return
of ticking fees or other measures to ensure that buyers
have time to get their deals cleared while sellers are
compensated for delays. We also note that long executory
periods can put pressure on parties’ obligations, particularly
sellers’, to maintain ordinary course operations and
refrain from taking certain actions, which have been
subject to important recent litigation amid the backdrop
of the COVID-19 pandemic requiring great change in
certain industries (see Trends in Delaware Litigation that will
have an impact in 2022 and Beyond on page 24).
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ESG set to play a major role in 2022 and beyond
While ESG is an ever-increasing focus for boards generally,
it is also likely to drive dealmaking behaviors. There have
been acquisitions of ESG-positive assets, such as Mitsubishi’s
acquisition of Eneco, a sustainable energy company.
Acquirors are seeking assets that are targeted at ESGfocused investors, such as Goldman Sachs’s proposed
acquisition of ESG specialist-asset manager NN Investment
Partners or the acquisition of Sustainalytics by Morningstar.
Boards should also be considering ESG due diligence on the
assets they are buying, including to identify any cultural
or governance problems that would be problematic if
integrated into existing operations or that may have
negative reputational effects. Finally, a focus on ESG may
bring derivative effects as well. For instance, activist
investor Third Point’s desire to break up Royal Dutch Shell
into its legacy business and renewables business represents
a tried-and-true activist campaign where a company
comprises businesses with differing multiples, now with
an ESG twist. Indeed, the increased focus on ESG likely
exacerbates the difference in multiples between these varied
businesses and is likely to result in ESG-focused funds
chasing divested assets in that class, while also allowing
activist investors to tout their ESG bona fides.

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	The technology sector will continue to spur significant
deal activity, with technological innovators making for
attractive targets both for consolidation within the sector
and for non-tech acquirors looking to add capabilities.
2.	Increasingly active competition and foreign investment
regulators will pose greater challenges to deal certainty,
requiring parties to carefully craft provisions for
regulatory efforts and related risk sharing.
3.	ESG will continue to be front of mind for the investor
community and boards of directors. This will both drive
the types of deals that are done and require additional
attention to ESG-related risks in transactions.
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Antitrust will remain in the spotlight heading
into 2022. It has become increasingly clear
that the evolving regulatory climate in the
United States and Europe requires companies
and dealmakers evaluating M&A and strategic
plans to consider seriously the potential
antitrust implications. Calls for increased
antitrust scrutiny mean that even transactions
that historically would have seemed
straightforward from a competition law
perspective require careful planning today.
This is especially true for deals in sectors
that have drawn increased regulatory focus
in recent years, including agriculture,
consumer finance, healthcare, technology
and transportation.
President Biden has directed the Department of Justice (DOJ)
and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to enforce the
antitrust laws with “vigor” and has appointed new agency
leadership committed to reinvigorating antitrust
enforcement. We have already witnessed important changes
to how the antitrust authorities are reviewing transactions,
including an increase in in-depth merger reviews that
investigate a much broader range of competition issues.
Against this backdrop, however, we also are seeing record
levels of M&A activity and HSR filings to the DOJ and FTC,
and transactions that continue to be completed with the
right preparation and planning.
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To successfully navigate the challenges of the new
regulatory landscape, boards should focus on three areas.

1. Plan for longer timelines and non-traditional
questions in merger review
The new DOJ and FTC have signaled they will scrutinize
transactions more closely and evaluate a broader range of
competitive harms from M&A. Investigations may include
questions seeking to test non-traditional antitrust concerns,
including, for example, a transaction’s impact on labor
markets or data privacy as an aspect of competition.
Boards and dealmakers should anticipate that the antitrust
authorities are more likely to initiate in-depth investigations
that will take longer to complete given the range of issues
subject to review. The risk of longer reviews is compounded
by the fact that the US agencies are seeing a record number
of merger filings and face internal staff and other resource
constraints. Companies should account for lengthier antitrust
review periods when calculating the overall deal timeline
and be prepared to quickly address issues that do not fall
squarely within traditional theories of antitrust harm.

2. C
 onsider resolving competition concerns
prior to starting the regulatory process
Heightened antitrust scrutiny also increases the risk that
companies and the antitrust authorities will be unable to
agree on an acceptable remedy to resolve competition issues.
The antitrust authorities, and in particular the FTC, have
signaled that past remedies often did not adequately address
antitrust concerns and that a higher bar must be applied
when evaluating remedy proposals and potential divestiture
buyers. The FTC also recently announced that it will include
conditions as part of certain settlements that would give the
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agency increased authority to prohibit future transactions
by the companies in the same or related industries. The
prior approval requirement also would extend to divestiture
buyers in future transactions. Together these changes may
make the cost of settlements higher and less attractive.
Boards and dealmakers should consider whether it makes
sense strategically to proactively resolve obvious
competition issues before entering into the regulatory
process to narrow the scope of disputes with the regulators
about competitive impact.

3. Maintain a credible litigation threat
throughout the merger review process
A key feature of the M&A review process in the United States
is that the DOJ and FTC cannot unilaterally block a
transaction based on their own determination about its
competitive implications. Instead, the antitrust authorities
must challenge the transaction in federal district court to
obtain an injunction preventing closing. As the DOJ and
FTC scrutinize transactions more closely, conduct longer
investigations, and consider novel theories of harm that have
limited or no precedent in the case law, it will be increasingly
important for companies to signal that they have the time
and the resources to successfully litigate a merger challenge.
Doing so may make the regulators think twice about
pursuing a case at the margins of the antitrust laws.

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	New leadership at the DOJ and FTC have promised to
increase their scrutiny of transactions while at the
same time the agencies are receiving a record number
of pre-merger filings and are facing significant staff
and resource constraints. Boards and dealmakers should
allow for longer review periods and be prepared for
non-traditional questions and theories of harm from
the antitrust authorities.
2.	The changing regulatory landscape means that the
antitrust authorities may place a higher bar on what
remedies are sufficient to address their concerns.
To narrow the scope of disputes with the DOJ or FTC,
boards and dealmakers should consider proactively
resolving obvious competition issues outside the
regulatory process.
3.	In light of calls by the DOJ and FTC to increase antitrust
enforcement, boards and dealmakers should signal
that they have the time and resources to successfully
litigate a merger challenge. Maintaining a credible
litigation threat will incentivize the DOJ and FTC to
not unnecessarily prolong their investigations and
to consider seriously remedy proposals.
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In 2021 the US–China trade war escalated as
each side deployed a variety of newly
developed regulatory and enforcement tools
alongside more traditional economic measures
to gain a geopolitical advantage. As expected,
the Biden administration maintained
Trump-era tariffs while sharpening economic
sanctions against companies that support
and operate in China’s defense and surveillance
technology sectors (e.g., through Executive
Order 14032). In the face of expanding US
sanctions against Chinese companies as well
as Hong Kong and Chinese officials, China has
imposed a number of countermeasures,
including the new anti-foreign sanctions law,
sanctions against US, UK and EU politicians
and, among other legislative initiatives, a new
data security law with potentially expansive
extraterritorial application to data-related
activities that are perceived to harm China’s
national security interests.
US and Chinese tit for tat impacts global markets
Collectively, these measures have impacted global markets
and international supply chains while forcing companies
in a variety of industries to assess the changing landscape
of legal and regulatory risk. These issues have been
exacerbated – and progress on resolving them may be
significantly impacted – by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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As President Biden remarked in his first address to a joint
session of Congress, the United States is “in a competition
with China and other countries to win the 21st century.”
The key issues animating the trade dispute – US claims
of human rights violations in Hong Kong and Xinjiang, as
well as concerns relating to technology, intellectual
property, and long-term military and intelligence
dominance – remain largely unchanged, with a hardline
stance against China continuing to enjoy bipartisan support
in Congress. In addition, a growing Chinese presence in the
South China Sea and relations with Taiwan persist as
potential flashpoints.

Regulatory enforcement set to increase in 2022
What seems clear for 2022 is an increase in regulatory
enforcement activity, particularly in connection with US
sanctions and export controls, and attendant cross-border
investigations. Notably, principal associate deputy attorney
general John Carlin of the US Department of Justice (DOJ)
previewed a forthcoming “surge” of DOJ resources for
corporate enforcement. Carlin highlighted DOJ’s heightened
focus on sanctions and export control-related actions and
noted that, over the course of 2021, DOJ has significantly
increased the number of sanctions and export investigations
with approximately 150 open matters. Additionally, existing
tools will continue to be used in new ways. For example,
targeted sanctions developed to disrupt Russian and Chinese
activities are being repurposed, as shown by the first
sanctions designations against virtual currency exchanges
and a focus on combating ransomware.
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CFIUS will continue to closely scrutinize
sensitive technology investments
Investments in the United States – regardless of whether
they involve Chinese transaction parties – will continue in
2022 to be closely scrutinized by the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS) for any risk of direct
or indirect transfer of sensitive technology to China.
Proposals to mandate a broader range of transactions to be
filed with CFIUS, enhance the committee’s ability to look
at emerging and foundational technologies, or hand CFIUS
the ability to examine certain greenfield investments,
cannot be discounted. Discussions will also continue within
the government over a potential CFIUS-like process to
review US outbound investments in China, particularly
in companies that may further strengthen China’s role
in supplying critical inputs into the United States.
The US government will also be adopting procedures to
implement already-effective regulations that allow the
Commerce Department to prohibit use of information
and communications technologies or services in a broad
swath of the economy where such technologies or services
are designed, manufactured, or supplied by persons
owned, controlled, or subject to the jurisdiction of a
“foreign adversary,” including China.

> Key takeaways for boards
1	Sustained tension in the US–China trade dispute, as
both sides strategically deploy the expanding array of
economic, political, and legal tools at their disposal,
with potentially significant impact across a wide range
of industries and financial markets.
2	Increased US and non-US extraterritorial enforcement
activity, with particular focus on economic sanctions,
export controls, investment restrictions, supply chain
restrictions, and anti-corruption initiatives.
3	Companies should consider their range of activities
that have a nexus with China that could be affected
by these regulatory priorities – including, for example,
manufacturing, supply chain, sales, and investment
interests – and assess whether any steps should be
taken to mitigate legal, regulatory, operational, and
reputational risk.

Companies and financial institutions must remain diligent
and proactive in assessing their legal, regulatory,
operational, and reputational risks. Practical steps could
include, for example, updating China-related policies and
advice, strengthening compliance programs, examining
business practices and transactions that may become
targeted by existing and emerging rules, evaluating the
China-related exposure of significant current and potential
business partners, conducting supply chain reviews to
identify and mitigate potential links that could be affected
by those regulatory initiations, and engaging with
government policymakers to inform the development
of regulation and enforcement.
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The past year has led to two cutting-edge
developments in Delaware law that boards
should factor into their deliberations going
forward: first, a streamlined test for demand
futility that will impact all derivative cases
against Delaware companies, and second,
decisions concerning material adverse effect
(MAE) clauses and ordinary course covenants
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic that
reaffirmed the Delaware Courts’ reluctance
to permit parties to terminate deals based
on unfavorable post-signing events.
Delaware Supreme Court establishes a
streamlined demand futility test in
derivative cases
For years, the Delaware Courts used two different tests to
analyze demand futility. The first, set forth in Aronson v.
Lewis,1 excused pre-suit demand if there was a reasonable
doubt that the directors were disinterested and independent
or that the challenged action was the product of a valid
business judgment. The second, set forth in Rales v. Blasband,2
was limited to Aronson’s first prong and only required a
showing that the board could not have properly exercised its
independent and disinterested business judgment in
responding to a demand. The differences between the

Aronson and Rales tests are significant, and in some cases
potentially outcome-determinative, although when to apply
each test was often unclear.
In United Food and Commercial Workers Union v. Zuckerberg,3 the
Delaware Supreme Court jettisoned the Aronson and Rales
dichotomy and instead imposed a universal, three-part test
for assessing demand futility. Under this new test, judges
should ask three questions on a director-by-director basis to
determine whether demand should be excused
as futile:
1.	whether the director received a material personal benefit
from the alleged misconduct that is the subject of the
litigation demand;
2.	whether the director faces a substantial likelihood of
liability on any of the claims that would be the subject of
the litigation demand; and
3.	whether the director lacks independence from someone
who received a material personal benefit from the alleged
misconduct that would be the subject of the litigation
demand or who would face a substantial likelihood of
liability on any of the claims that are the subject of the
litigation demand.
If the answer to any of these questions is “yes” for a majority
of the board members who would evaluate the demand (or at
least half for an even-numbered board), then demand is
excused as futile and the stockholder may proceed to litigate

1 Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805 (Del. 1984).
2 Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927 (Del. 1993).
3 United Food and Commercial Workers Union v. Zuckerberg, et al., — A.3d —, 2021 WL 4344361 (Del. Sup. Ct. Sept. 23, 2021).
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on the company’s behalf. The refined test, the Court
explained, “refocuses the inquiry on the decision regarding
the litigation demand, rather than the decision being
challenged.”
The Zuckerberg decision is a welcome development, bringing
much-needed clarity to a complex area of law and
minimizing litigation over whether Aronson or Rales should
apply. It also reinforces the high pleading burden stockholder
plaintiffs must meet where the company has adopted an
exculpatory provision protecting directors from liability for
breaches of the duty of care. In those circumstances, absent
allegations of breaches of the duty of loyalty, there can be no
“substantial likelihood of liability” sufficient to excuse
demand, even where, for example, a challenged transaction is
subject to entire fairness review. Because the test for futility
emphasizes nonexculpated risk of liability, key action items
for boards following Zuckerberg include:
• conducting an assessment of strategic risk areas;
•	updating that assessment with new areas of risk over time;
•	ensuring that management is elevating more detail to
the board, especially for “mission-critical” risks;
•	creating specialized board committees devoted to
key risk areas;
• reacting quickly to corporate trauma; and
•	monitoring for potential conflicts that could defeat
director independence.

COVID-19 MAE litigation
The Delaware Courts have been historically reluctant to allow
buyers to invoke MAE clauses to escape from M&A deals,
granting relief to a buyer under an MAE clause in only one
pre-pandemic case. With the worldwide spread of COVID-19,
multiple buyers invoked the pandemic as a reason to
terminate deals and turned to the Delaware Courts for relief.
Analyzed together, the recently decided cases on this issue
make clear that the heavy burden on buyers imposed by
Delaware law remains unchanged and that the pandemic,
while a unique event with profound economic effects,
provides an insufficient basis standing alone to terminate.
In AB Stable VIII LLC v. Maps Hotels and Resorts One LLC,4 for
example, the Court held that the pandemic fell within the
“natural disasters and calamities” exception to the
definition of an MAE under the parties’ agreement,
emphasizing that the provision was “seller-friendly” given
its omission of a common exclusion to the exception for
events that have a “disproportionate effect” on the target.
The Court, however, did hold that the target’s responses to
the pandemic, including closing two of its hotels and

substantially reducing operations and staffing at others,
breached the agreement’s ordinary course covenant,
thus permitting the buyer to terminate the deal.
In Snow Phipps Group, LLC v. KCAKE Acquisition, Inc.,5 the
Chancery Court held that a decline in sales of the target
cake decoration supplier due to the pandemic was
insufficient under the parties’ MAE clause to allow the
buyer to terminate the $550m purchase agreement because
the sales decline was unlikely to be durationally significant
and indeed was already rebounding. In addition, the decline
fell within the MAE clause’s exception for effects arising
from changes in laws, and thus was not materially
disproportionate to the target’s peers. Similarly, the Court
held that the ordinary course covenant was not violated
because, among other reasons, the target’s $15m draw on
a $25m revolver was not inconsistent with its past practice,
was the result of a policy applied by the target’s private
equity parent to all portfolio companies, and was
ultimately never spent.
Similarly, in Bardy Diagnostics, Inc. v. Hill-Rom, Inc.,6 which
involved post-signing regulatory developments, the Court
required the buyer to close on its merger with medical
device startup Bardy, even after regulators reduced the
reimbursement rate for Bardy’s flagship heart monitor
by more than 50 percent a few weeks after signing.
According to the Court, the buyer did not prove durational
significance, given that the rate was likely to be revisited
due to its considerable impact on a socially valuable product
category, and in any event, the buyer had forecasted that the
target, as a startup, would not be immediately profitable.
The Court also held that the rate reduction was a “change
in healthcare law,” which fell within the MAE carve-out
and that the catch-all “disproportionate impact” clause did
not apply because the impact on the target’s revenue and
profitability differed from its principal competitor by only
a few percentage points.

> Key takeaways for boards
In light of these decisions, key action items for
boards include:
1.	ensuring an agreement’s MAE clause, including
any carve-outs and “disproportionate impact”
provision, is adequately clarified;
2.	remaining mindful of the types of actions that
might breach an ordinary course covenant;
3.	ensuring that agreements contain a sufficiently
specific remedies provision; and
4.	remaining mindful of the reluctance of Delaware
Courts to permit termination on the basis of an MAE.

4 AB Stable VIII LLC v. Maps Hotels and Resorts One LLC, 2020 WL 7024929 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2020).
5 Snow Phipps Group, LLC v. KCAKE Acquisition, Inc., 2021 WL 1714202 (Del. Ch. Apr. 30, 2021).
6 Bardy Diagnostics, Inc. v. Hill-Rom, Inc., 2021 WL 2886188 (Del. Ch. July 9, 2021).
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The Biden administration recently announced
its new corporate enforcement agenda with
statements from high-ranking officials that
the DOJ is “redoubl[ing]” its commitment to
corporate enforcement and “building up to
surge resources” in the coming year. In a
June 2021 memorandum, the administration
made clear that anti-bribery and corruption
(ABC) and anti-money laundering (AML) are
not just priorities – they are “core national
security interest[s].” Boards should be aware
of these new enforcement strategies and
objectives, including regulations that
implement the 2020 Anti-Money Laundering
Act (AMLA), which marks the most significant
expansion of AML laws in two decades.
President aims to supercharge
anti-bribery enforcement
In the ABC arena, recent years have featured record-setting
penalties under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA),
including a $1.66bn penalty involving Goldman Sachs in
October 2020. President Biden’s memorandum aims to
supercharge enforcement through greater domestic
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intelligence sharing and international cooperation,
including the G7-created Financial Action Task Force,
with a focus on countries like China, Russia and Venezuela
that fall under the DOJ’s Kleptocracy Asset Recovery
Initiative. At the time of the memorandum’s release, the
acting head of the DOJ Criminal Division explained that
it was developing FCPA cases “as much, if not more”
through “proactive and innovative” methods, such as
data mining, and predicted “an increase in DOJ-driven
FCPA investigations before the end of the year.”

Money laundering strategy targets
“demand side of bribery”
In the AML arena, President Biden’s memorandum also
targets the “demand side of bribery” and calls for robust
implementation of the AMLA, which expands subpoena
powers, whistleblower incentives and penalty schedules
in the Bank Secrecy Act. As part of that process, in June
2021, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
released new priorities to address “longstanding threats”
like fraud and corruption and “rapidly evolving and acute
threats” like domestic terrorism and illicit cryptocurrency
transactions. President Biden’s memorandum calls on the
private sector to serve as a “partner,” and the FinCEN
Priorities specify that banks and financial institutions are
“uniquely positioned to observe [and report] suspicious
activity that results from cybercrime.” In December 2021,
FinCEN will propose AMLA-related regulations.
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> Key takeaways for boards
This is a critical time for boards to reevaluate their ABC
and AML compliance programs.
1.	Boards should take reasonable steps to align ABC
programs with revised DOJ expectations in the
June 2020 Guidance on the Evaluation of Corporate
Compliance Programs and the July 2020 FCPA
Resource Guide, including the importance of
“investigation, analysis, and remediation.”
2.	They should also take reasonable steps to align AML
programs with the emerging risks highlighted in the
FinCEN Priorities, including illicit transactions related
to cybercrime and domestic terrorism. In doing so,
boards should consider strategies to engage with
regulators when such issues arise.
3. F
 inally, boards should take reasonable steps to confirm
that compliance programs operate effectively, and as
they are designed to do, in a post-COVID-19 era. Amid
changing working conditions, compliance teams may
need to update risk profiles, pressure-test programs
and adapt employee guidance for new operating
paradigms. For example, when employees are working
remotely, are new tools required to communicate the
appropriate “tone from the top” and reinforce the
company’s commitment to achieving results the right
way? And with the increasing trend of employees using
personal devices, and the corresponding increased
use of WhatsApp and WeChat (and similar applications)
as opposed to corporate email, do companies need
to develop new strategies to engage in appropriate
surveillance and monitoring, mindful of course of
data privacy law restrictions? The challenges have
never been greater, at the same moment that DOJ
has announced an intention to increase the penalties
when things go wrong.

As US government agencies implement these new strategies
and objectives, Freshfields will continue to provide updates
and analysis through its Risk and compliance publications.
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In 2021 we saw an unprecedented volume of
cross-border disputes, with all the major
institutions that administer international
arbitrations reporting record numbers of cases.
This trend will almost certainly continue in
2022 and beyond, driven by high levels of
M&A and other dealmaking that form new
cross-border relationships, some percentage
of which will not proceed as planned, and
ongoing disruptions in global supply chains
that compromise parties’ abilities to perform
their contractual obligations.
These cross-border disputes put the spotlight on the dispute
resolution clauses of underlying contracts. We regularly
see counterparties’ negotiating dynamics altered by whether
a dispute resolution clause provides an efficient path to
obtaining and enforcing an award. Poorly drafted dispute
resolution clauses make it harder for parties to enforce their
contractual bargain and resolve disputes efficiently.
To ensure that their companies are well positioned to enforce
their contractual rights, boards should consider whether
cross-border agreements address these three factors.

1. Include international arbitration provisions
in agreements for cross-border deals
National courts can be the best option for resolving a
domestic dispute. In a cross-border dispute, however, a court
judgment can be difficult to enforce overseas if a foreign
counterparty does not voluntarily comply. International
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arbitration awards do not have the same enforcement risk.
Awards are readily enforceable pursuant to the Convention
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards, commonly known as the New York Convention,
which almost 170 countries have ratified including all the
major economies. The Convention provides that courts
can only deny enforcement on limited grounds such as
arbitrator bias or certain breaches of due process, which
rarely occur. Court judgments are not governed by a treaty
similar to the New York Convention and, as a result,
enforcing court judgements exposes parties to local laws
that may subject foreign judgments to lengthy and varied
levels of review. For this reason alone, many companies
consider it essential to include international arbitration
clauses in contracts in cross-border deals.

2. Select a reliable seat of arbitration
The seat of arbitration is sometimes misunderstood to be a
point of convenience that the parties select based on where
they would like to meet to resolve a dispute. However, it has
far greater importance than this. The courts at the seat
of the arbitration typically are the only courts that have the
authority to set aside an arbitration award. That judicial
review usually will be under the procedure and limited
grounds allowed by the New York Convention as described
above, but it still is important to select a seat that has courts
that have a well-established record of faithfully applying
the Convention. The most common arbitral seats meet these
criteria and include New York, London, Paris, Singapore
and Hong Kong. Selecting one of these seats of arbitration
helps to ensure that the arbitral process ends with an award
that is readily enforceable around the world.
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3. Consider requiring the confidentiality
of any proceedings
Unlike litigation in national courts, where dockets and
hearings typically are open to the public (including
competitors and reporters), the pleadings, evidence and the
very existence of an arbitration can be kept confidential,
subject to limited exceptions such as disclosures required
by securities regulators. However, confidentiality is not
automatic under all arbitration rules or in all arbitral seats.
As a result, companies that value confidentiality,
particularly those with technology, know-how or other
commercial information that they would not want to
become public, should consider including a confidentiality
provision in any arbitration clause. Confidentiality can be
agreed once a dispute arises, though if one party values
confidentiality more than the other, the absence of a clause
will influence negotiating dynamics.

> Key takeaways for boards
We are seeing an unprecedented wave of cross-border
disputes fueled by an uptick in dealmaking as well as
the ongoing global supply chain crisis. To position
themselves to effectively enforce cross-border
agreements, companies should consider including in
those agreements dispute resolution clauses that:
1.	provide that disputes be resolved in international
arbitration rather than national courts. Arbitration
results in an award that, unlike a court judgment,
can be readily enforced anywhere in the world with
limited review by local courts;
2.	select a well-established seat of arbitration such as
New York, London, Paris, Singapore or Hong Kong.
In these venues, the courts reliably apply the New York
Convention to protect favorable awards from being
set aside; and
3.	require the confidentiality of any proceedings to
protect commercially sensitive information and
reduce reputational risk.
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Boards will need to steel themselves for a new
raft of state data protection laws, heightened
regulatory scrutiny of privacy and cyber
security practices – and ever-increasing
business and legal risks posed by ransomware
and other cyber attacks in 2022.
In particular, directors will need to partner with executives
to confirm that privacy compliance infrastructure complies
with the more complex state requirements, disclosure
control policies and procedures are in place to properly
identify and escalate privacy or security events, and
materiality protocols are established to aid in determining
the significance and potential reportability of events.

State data protection laws coming into force
will have significant impact
As 2022 dawns, companies have less than a year remaining to
implement compliance with the substantial new obligations
under the California Privacy Rights Act (which expands the
existing California Consumer Privacy Act), Virginia’s
Consumer Data Protection Act, and the Colorado Privacy Act.
These state laws, which become operative in January 2023,
will require fundamental changes in how companies handle
personal data, including new limitations on the use and
retention of such information. Additional states have been
considering comprehensive data protection laws of their own.
Will these state laws finally create sufficient momentum for
a comprehensive federal data protection law? And perhaps
more importantly, would such a law be drafted to preempt
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more restrictive state privacy laws to create a uniform
nationwide privacy regime – or would it merely create a
minimum baseline level of data protection while still
allowing states to implement more stringent rules on top?
This preemption issue should be a key focus for companies
hoping that a comprehensive federal data protection law
might alleviate the burden of complying with multiple
differing state data protection regimes.

Regulatory scrutiny – particularly of data-driven
businesses – is set to intensify
Tech companies and other data-driven businesses may feel
they are under challenge from all sides, with privacy
regulators questioning data sharing and competition
authorities questioning “walled gardens” of data that may
impede competition. Over the course of 2022, we can expect
to see the SEC and other regulators asserting or reasserting
their oversight roles in the data arena while pursuing
differing agendas, with some – like the New York Department
of Financial Services – seizing the opportunity to lead.

Expanding global data protection laws
Beyond US privacy developments, multinational companies
will be awaiting much-needed guidance under new data
protection laws from Brazil to China. Cross-border data
transfers will be under pressure, ranging from the EU’s
heightened obligations for moving data outside the Union
(including both under the new standard contractual clauses
and guidance following the Schrems II decision), to more
countries implementing their own restrictions, and even
stricter data localization laws in key markets such as China.
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Increasing focus on cyber security
The SEC is zeroing in on companies’ cyber hygiene and
incident reporting, with SEC chair Gary Gensler tweeting that
“cyber security is at the heart of investor protection” and
laying the groundwork to challenge businesses about how
they protect their data. In particular, it will be evaluating
companies’ disclosure control and procedures as they pertain
to identifying and escalating cyber events and the protocols
in place for assessing the potential materiality of cyber
incidents. The SEC has also placed general cyber security
disclosure requirements on its rule-making agenda, and
companies can anticipate more detailed requirements about
the information they are required to regularly disclose.

> Key takeaways for boards
1.	Heightened regulatory scrutiny, particularly of
data-driven businesses, means preparing for potential
probing by regulators of processes and procedures
relating to the governance of data compliance practices.
Boards may also wish to consider working toward
establishing a regular record for the oversight of
such practices.
2.	Expanding US state and global data protection laws
suggests that the time may be right to review privacy
compliance policies, procedures, personnel and
resourcing to ensure the ability to meet increasingly
complex multijurisdictional obligations.
3.	Increasing focus on cyber security from the SEC
and others suggests the prudence of considering:
(i) establishing, reviewing or strengthening disclosure
controls and procedures; and (ii) establishing protocols
for assessing the significance and potential reportability
of events.
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This past year has shown that delegating
decision-making to computer systems can
result in unintended consequences. Courts,
legislatures and government agencies are
now focused on these issues. The board of a
prominent aircraft manufacturer drew
criticism in the Delaware Court of Chancery
for failing to monitor the safety implications
of an “intelligent” flight control system that
was designed to aid pilots but ultimately
compromised aircraft safety. During
well-publicized hearings, Congress delved
into how algorithms employed by tech
companies can prioritize certain results due
to learning biases rather than intentional
programming. And a recent enforcement
action by the SEC showed that trading
software may be using material nonpublic
information without the humans nominally
in charge realizing it.
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Increasing autonomy and complexity of
systems raises questions for boards
As the degree of autonomy and complexity of such systems
increase, directors may find it desirable to evaluate the
implications for corporate liability, internal controls and
board oversight. That is particularly true in light of the
evolution of Delaware law on board oversight
responsibilities over the last few years. Recent Delaware
rulings have emphasized that boards must establish
dedicated internal controls for “mission-critical” areas
of the business and ensure board-level monitoring of
such internal controls. This trend places greater emphasis
on active board involvement, in what is arguably a
departure from the traditional, procedure-driven
Caremark (1996) standard.
With this in mind it is important to acknowledge the law
will be in flux for decades to come. However, as it evolves,
one question worth framing may be under what instances
the actions of AI and autonomous systems may be imputed
to their corporate owner. The simplest algorithms, which
cannot function without direct human intervention, will
be the most likely to lead to corporate liability, just like
any tangible product would. But as AI and autonomous
systems become more advanced and prevalent, the law
will have to address questions of causation and state of
mind. What if a system that is capable of learning and
adopting new behaviors acts in a way that was not
intended, or foreseeable, but is perfectly consistent with
its programming? Would that qualify as a willful corporate
action? What happens if restricted data (say, material
nonpublic information) is used to train a system (say, trading
software) that is then allowed to operate using public data?
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> Key takeaways for boards
While attempting to predict how courts will rule on these
matters is premature, companies and their boards should
expect some hard-fought battles on defining this new legal
frontier. Officers and directors of companies that use or
anticipate using AI and autonomous systems in the near
future can begin to take the following concrete steps to
enhance preparedness and minimize liability.
1.	Create a bespoke risk assessment of the various systems
being considered or already in use.
2.	If the systems will be “mission critical” for the company,
build internal controls over them and ensure the controls
have a clear path to the board.
3.	Ensure the board is actively monitoring the
implementation and functioning of the new systems
and has the relevant technical literacy to evaluate
relevant information.
4.	Refresh this assessment periodically, with the
assistance of counsel, to ensure the protocols in place
are up to date.
As management and boards deal with the practicalities
of operating such systems in real time, here are some
questions they might consider.
•	What is the range of possible outcomes if a new system
is deployed? Which ones are the likely ones?
•	Is the system capable of learning? What is it learning
from? How are biases minimized or eliminated in the
learning process?
•	What monitoring features are built into the system?
Who is addressing those alerts?
•	Are human overrides available? If so, are such
overrides desirable?
•	Do protocols exist for periodically evaluating the
compliance of these systems with existing laws and
norms? Should new controls be instituted?
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In October 2021, OECD members agreed new
two-pillar international tax rules that increase
global effective tax rates. Pillar One works by
allocating part of a multinational enterprise’s
(MNE’s) profits to market jurisdictions, which
would tax this amount even if the business
concerned does not have a physical presence
in that jurisdiction. Pillar One departs from
long-established international tax principles,
implemented by tax treaties, that tax profits
earned in a jurisdiction only if attributable
to a physical presence (or “permanent
establishment”).
This system has enabled IP-intensive MNEs to avoid
significant tax in countries where they market their
products by being present, if at all, only through a
marketing subsidiary to which little profit is attributable.
Some countries, including the UK and France, have
responded with “digital services taxes” (DSTs) on revenues
from sales there. Under the OECD agreement, countries
that have enacted DSTs would generally be required to
withdraw them. Pillar One would apply only to MNEs
with global turnover above €20bn and profitability above
10 percent and would exclude regulated financial services.
It would be implemented by a multilateral agreement,
meaning US adoption of Pillar One may require approval
by two-thirds of the Senate if it is viewed as subject to
the Constitutional requirements for treaty ratification,
and is therefore uncertain.
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OECD’s Pillar Two requires changes to rules
around taxation of foreign subsidiaries
Pillar Two would achieve the global minimum tax rate of
15 percent in part by requiring countries in which MNE
parents are resident to impose a top-up tax on offshore
subsidiaries taxed at locally lower rates. In addition, it
would deny deductions or make other adjustments for
payments to affiliates in low-tax jurisdictions. Each of
these features would require changes in current rules
that generally do not tax parent corporations on earnings
of foreign subsidiaries (subject to “controlled foreign
corporation” rules), permit deductions to arm’s length
payments to foreign affiliates, and – by treaty – exempt
those payments from taxation at source. The United States
has already taken significant steps to address the
resulting erosion of its tax base through changes effective
in 2018, which include rules similar to Pillar Two.
Those include the Global Intangible Low Tax Income
(GILTI) rules – taxing a portion of the earnings of foreign
subsidiaries at 10.5 percent) and the Base Erosion and
Anti-Abuse Tax (BEAT) – preventing some US companies
from using deductible payments to foreign affiliates to
reduce tax rates below 10 percent. Pillar Two would
exclude MNEs with total consolidated group revenue
below €750m. US implementation of Pillar Two seems
quite likely since the Rules Committee of the House has
sent a revised version of H.R. 5376, the Build Back Better
bill, as reported by the Budget Committee on November 5,
to the House for consideration, which includes both an
increase to the GILTI tax rate to over 16 percent and a
15 percent minimum tax on US corporations reporting
financial statement income of at least $1bn.
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> Key takeaways for boards
1	Multinational corporate groups, particularly in tech
and other IP-intensive industries, should prepare for
changes in international tax rules that significantly
increase global effective tax rates. These result from
a plan that was agreed by OECD members, including
the United States, and announced in October.
2	The first part of the plan (Pillar One) provides for taxation
by market jurisdictions, where the products of a large
multinational enterprise (MNE) are consumed, of part
of its global profits, even if it does not have a physical
presence in that jurisdiction.
3	The second (Pillar Two) provides for a global minimum
tax rate on MNEs of 15 percent.
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Beginning January 1, banks are no longer
permitted to enter into agreements to
provide loans that accrue interest based
on the London Interbank Offered Rate
(commonly known as LIBOR), meaning 2022
will be the year that companies start to
learn to manage debt in a post-LIBOR world
(note: existing loan agreements can
continue to provide LIBOR-based loans
until June of 2023). It is not yet clear how
smooth the transition will be, but directors,
financial officers and treasury teams should
be prepared for the following issues.
Borrowing costs may appear
to increase
The most likely replacement rate for LIBOR is the Secured
Overnight Financing Rate, or SOFR. Unlike LIBOR, SOFR is a
secured rate and has no built-in term risk component.
This means SOFR is a lower rate than LIBOR. The pricing on
existing loans will maintain the current economics between
borrowers and lenders by adjusting SOFR; new loans that
are based on SOFR may require higher margins to account
for this difference (even if a borrower’s actual credit profile
is unchanged). If this happens, companies may need to
explain to their shareholders why it appears that their
cost of borrowing has increased.
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Companies may be able to lock in a
slightly lower rate
Adding an “adjustment” to SOFR is supposed to make existing
loans economically equivalent to LIBOR, but the debt market
has not yet settled on the appropriate amount for that
adjustment. Because of historically low interest rates, the
difference between LIBOR and SOFR for a one-month interest
period is less than five basis points, while the five-year
average between the two rates is nearly 12 basis points. As
long as there is no market-standard adjustment, companies
have scope to try to negotiate a lower adjustment and lock in
a lower risk-free rate on existing LIBOR-based debt.

Senior leaders may have less visibility on their
company’s future interest expense
Until the market settles on how SOFR-based interest will be
calculated, corporate treasury teams may find it challenging
to calculate future interest payments until the end of a
fiscal month or fiscal quarter. Most banks have not yet
confirmed that they are prepared to calculate interest based
on term SOFR (as opposed to daily SOFR), which would
permit companies to calculate the interest due at the end of
a monthly or quarterly interest period as they currently do
for LIBOR. Companies that borrow from banks that do not
use term SOFR will calculate interest daily and cannot
calculate their interest payment with certainty until within
a week or so of an interest payment date. This is also an
issue for hedging interest rate risk – swaps might be an
effective hedge but will not be a perfect hedge. Companies
need to be prepared to keep some extra cash available for
unexpected interest payments until the market has adjusted
to a post-LIBOR world.
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> Key takeaways for boards
1. C
 ompanies’ cost of borrowing may appear to increase,
and companies should notify key stakeholders
(shareholders, other lenders and credit rating agencies)
of this possibility early if the business will be raising
debt financing this year.
2. It may be possible to lock in a slightly lower rate, so
companies’ treasury teams should engage with their
lender banks to plan for this transition and discuss the
appropriate adjustment – even if the company is not
refinancing in the near term.
3. S
 enior leaders may have less visibility on the company’s
future interest expense – boards may want to note this
in budgets and forecasts for this fiscal year and next
until the company’s treasury team is comfortable with
the new reference rate.
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